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delegates held their meetings in secret, so that it is im-
possible to know the successive steps by which the final
conclusion was reached. After sitting during the month
of October at Durban the Convention adjourned to Cape
Town, where it completed its work by the end of the
first week of February, 1909. The sittings had not been
continuous; but the five weeks of vacation had been
no less busily employed in the business of the new Con-
stitution. The Bill as drafted had then to be submitted
to the respective Parliaments for their approval. In the
Transvaal, which had throughout taken the lead in the
movement for union, the leaders on both sides were able
to convince their followers of the necessity of adopting
as a whole what was a carefully balanced arrangement
between conflicting interests. In the other Colonies there
was no such unanimity. In Cape Colony, and in the
Orange River Colony, the main stone of stumbling was
the provision that gave equal rights to the votes cast
in urban and country constituencies. The Convention
had already to some extent arrived at a compromise on
the question. There was to be appointed a Commission
for the delimitation of electoral divisions. Electoral
divisions were to be made by dividing the total number
of voters in the Province by the number of members of
the House of Assembly to be returned, in such a man-
ner as that each division should contain as nearly as
was possible the same number of voters. But, in the
carrying out of their duties, the Commissioners were
bound to give due consideration to (a) community or
diversity of interests; (6) means of communication;
(<j) physical features; (d) existing electoral boundaries;
and (e) sparsity or density of population, so as, on these
grounds, at their discretion to give voters in districts
thus affected preferential, or differential, treatment to
the extent of fifteen per cent. The Act, as first drafted,
farther contained a provision setting on foot a system

